HYBRID CENTRAL/DISTRIBUTED VOD NETWORK WITH TIERED CONTENT STRUCTURE

Abstract: A service network includes media servers (216) located in both the head-end station (110) and the hub stations (130). Set top boxes would be supplied VOD services from the media server (216) located in the hub station (130) nearest to the user. By distributing the servers (216) to the hub stations (130), the size of the fiber transport network associated with delivering VOD services from the central head end media server (216) is reduced.
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HYBRID CENTRAL/DISTRIBUTED VOD NETWORK WITH TIERED CONTENT STRUCTURE

This application claims the benefit of United States Provisional Patent Application Serial No. 60/215,500 filed June 30, 2000, entitled Distributed and Tiered VOD Network with TSID.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to content delivery systems and, more particularly, to content delivery systems having video on demand capability.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Video on demand (VOD) is not a new concept. It has been implemented in small scale, closed systems for a number of years (as used in this application, closed system means additional users cannot be added after the system has been installed). In particular, VOD has been used in hotels, on airplanes, and in other, similar closed systems. Recently, larger scale television services have begun implementing VOD services on larger, open television systems (as used in this application, open system means additional users can be added after the system has been installed). U.S. Patent No. 5,850,218, issued December 15, 1998, to Lajoie et al. for “Inter-Active Program Guide with Default Selection Control,” incorporated herein by reference, describes one possible television network capable of supplying VOD services. A television system in Orlando, Fl. has implemented a VOD system similar to the one described in U.S. Patent No. 5,850,218.

As is evident in the above examples, conventional wisdom for implementing VOD services in television systems contemplated a centralized service. The centralized VOD service model placed (or housed) the computers and media servers necessary to implement and control the VOD services in the central or headend location. Customers would access the servers through their
set-top boxes. The set-top boxes would communicate with the media server at the headend to establish a video stream for the requested video. On a smaller scale with a limited number of users, such as the hotel system mentioned above, the centralized service works fairly well. Centralized VOD services work in the smaller environment partially due to the predictable and limited number of video streams that are necessary to satisfy expected peak demand for VOD services. Additionally, the content of the smaller centralized server is typically limited to “new release” types of movies.

However, implementing the centralized system on a large and potentially ever increasing open network system is prohibitively expensive because of the large size of the content transport network required to support the number of interactive video sessions. For example, in a network with 500,000 customers and assuming 10% (50,000) are simultaneous users, 20,000Mbps must be available from the headend to the hubs to support the expected peak demand of the VOD services. Increasing demand causes a corresponding increase in the number of video streams that the centralized server needs to provide. Furthermore, in the typical wide area television network, the number of subscribers continually increases. As the number of subscribers increases or the demand expands, it becomes increasingly difficult to provide the server streaming capacity and the bandwidth and switching capability of the interactive transport network to accommodate the increase in users. It would therefore be beneficial to develop a content delivery system having VOD services that was not reliant solely on the centralized media source.

By distributing servers to hubs (closer to the customers), the size of the fiber transport network can be reduced, which significantly reduces the costs associated with implementing a large-scale interactive VOD service. A purely distributed system, however, has some of its own disadvantages. As all servers must provide all and any content that is promoted as available on the system, each server must provide a large storage capacity that must include
low-demand library titles. Such content numbering in hundreds or thousands of titles consumes the vast majority of storage capacity, yet it generates very limited revenues. It can be documented that 90% of such content generates only 10% of the earnings, while the current 10% of the high-demand content generates 90% of the total revenues. In addition, a purely distributed system cannot realistically support interactive VOD functionality for real time events that would provide personal video recorder (PVR) experience for live events. Therefore, it is desirous to develop and engineer a hybrid central/distributed VOD system with a tiered content structure that would provide a vastly superior technical and economical performance. It segregates the content according to its demand and makes each of the high and low demand content available in a most economic and reliable fashion to the users. It would further enable fully interactive real time event VOD services, providing PVR functionality. The hybrid central/distributed VOD system with a tiered content structure is applicable to interactive content delivery systems used in cable systems, as well as geographically larger delivery systems such as internet, satellite or regional DSL service systems. For example, as set top boxes and satellite receivers with record and replay capability are becoming available, the term “hub server” as it relates to high demand content storage may be supplemented by any of these home devices. One may assume high demand content to be pushed to homes (as it is now file transferred to the hub servers) while the low demand content is ordered on an individual basis (as it is now from central server).

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

To attain the advantages of and in accordance with the purpose of the present invention, as embodied and broadly described herein, content delivery systems for supplying video on demand in a broadband environment include a headend station having a central media server and at least one hub station having a hub media server. The headend and the hub stations also have tiered
content storage capability and radio frequency management infrastructure. Video on demand content is supplied via a distribution network to the set-top boxes preferably from a nearby high-demand content hub server and secondary from the central media server over a content transport network. The radio frequency management infrastructure modulates and directs the content streams. It further groups the channels for delivery of video on demand services from the radio frequency management infrastructure to the set-top boxes over a distribution network.

Other embodiments of the present invention provide methods of interactive delivering video on demand services. These methods include requesting a video on demand service. After requesting the service, a video on demand asset database is accessed to identify available delivery assets and data stream paths. Particular assets are determined, identified, and assigned to deliver the requested video on demand service to the set-top box. After the assignment of the assets, the video on demand service is supplied over the assigned data stream path.

Still other embodiments of the present invention provide computer program products having computer readable code for delivering video on demand service. The computer program product having a requesting module configured to receive requests for video on demand services from a viewer. A determining module configured to access a video on demand asset database to identify assets capable of being used to deliver the requested video on demand service and determining whether assets are available to deliver the requested service. An identifying module then identifies a particular data stream path from the assets determined to be available. An assigning module configured to assign the identified data stream path to deliver the requested video on demand service and update the asset database to indicate the assets are no longer available. Finally, a supplying module configured to supply the requested VOD service over the assigned data stream path.
The foregoing and other features, utilities and advantages of the invention will be apparent from the following more particular description of a preferred embodiment of the invention as illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

The above and other objects and advantages of the present invention will be apparent upon consideration of the following detailed description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which like reference characters refer to like parts throughout, and in which:

FIG. 1 is a system wide schematic diagram of a cable television system in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a system wide schematic diagram of a cable television system having centralized video-on-demand service in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a system wide schematic diagram of a cable television system having a hybrid central and distributed video-on-demand service in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of hub station 330 of Fig. 3;

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of one potential data stream path in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 5A is a block diagram of another potential data stream path in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 5B is a block diagram of yet another potential data stream path (used primarily for backup and overflow/oversubscription instances) in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 6 is a system wide schematic diagram of a data network in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing the loading of video content in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 8 is a database showing transport stream identification numbers in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention; and

FIG. 9 is a flow chart showing the establishment of a video stream path in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

FIGs. 1-9 refer to television systems having VOD services in accordance with aspects of the preferred embodiments of the present invention. While the present invention is described with respect to cable television systems, one of ordinary skill in the art would recognize on reading the disclosure that the present invention is applicable to other types of content, like audio, or delivery systems, such as the Internet, regional DSL service systems, wireless content delivery systems, satellite delivery systems, etc. As used in this application, VOD (video on demand), which while a particular form of COD (content on demand), is used to identify on demand services that could be videos or any other type of interactive and/or content on demand service, such as ordering retail merchandise, food, etc. Basically, this Patent Application uses the term “video” interchangeably with the term “content” as an abbreviation for any content such as video, audio, data, etc. Upon reading the following disclosure, one of skill in the art will now recognize that alternate and equivalent embodiments of the present invention are possible and may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention.

Centralized and Distributed VOD

FIG. 1 shows part of a conventional broadband, multi-channel cable television system 100. System 100 includes several components. In particular, system 100 includes a central headend station 110, a fiber transport network 120, a plurality of hub stations 130, and a hybrid fiber coax distribution network 125. The distribution network 125 distributes signals from the hub station 130 to at least one set-top box 150 through at least one
distribution node 140. The set-top box 150 could be a stand alone unit associated with a television, as shown, or set-top box 150 could be integrated into a computing device (such as a personal computer, a compatible television, etc.) on which the VOD service is displayed to a user. As one of ordinary
5 skill in the art would recognize, system 100 represents only part of the television system associated with central headend station 110. In practice, central headend station 110 provides television services to several other hubs connected by other fiber transport networks, not specifically shown. Moreover, a regional cable television network may connect to several central headend stations 110 in a wide area transport network.

Not specifically shown in FIG. 1 but well known in the art, central headend station 110 typically includes control software packages. Typically, the control software includes back-office control software and resource management software. Back-office control software includes such functions as billing, accounting and the like. Resource management software controls the resources of the television system and assigns resources as needed for particular video streams (operation of the resource management software in conjunction with the distributed VOD services will be explained in more detail below).

FIG. 2 shows a conventional television system 200 having centralized VOD services. System 200 includes the central headend station 110, the fiber transport network 120, at least one hub station 130, and the hybrid fiber coax distribution network 125. The distribution network 125 distributes signals from the hub station 130 to at least one set-top box 150 through at least one distribution node 140.

Central headend station 110 includes conventional digital/analog broadcast infrastructure 212, which typically includes digital receivers, analog receives, processors and modulators, not specifically shown. Digital/analog broadcast infrastructure 212 provides digital and analog broadcast services over system 200 using the fiber transport network 120. Central headend
station 110 also includes at least one central media server 216. Using conventional methods, central media server 216 is connected to a high speed transport network 260, which as will be explained below is referred to as data network 260, through an interface 265 to provide VOD services to set-top boxes (viewers) 150. (Note, all VOD services could be provided over fiber transport network 120, but this is not conventionally done due to the bandwidth constraints). Moreover, it is preferred to connect the resource management software to the data network 260 to manage system resources, not specifically shown but generally known in the art.

In a centralized VOD system, central media server 216 and the high speed transport data network 260 must be sized to provide video streams for the peak VOD load expected. The peak VOD loads on system 200 for VOD services include the expected peak data streams associated with all the set-top boxes 150 associated with system 200 as well as for expected peaks on other systems attached to central headend station 110, but not shown. For example, in even relatively controlled distribution networks having a limited number of users, it is not unrealistic to expect peak demand on the media server 216 to be upwards of tens of thousands of data streams.

Conventionally, the high speed transport data network 260 is an asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) switching system, although other high speed transport data networks are usable, such as, for example, a SONET or Internet Protocol based system. Using an ATM system, interface 265 needs to convert the video streams from an as stored MPEG format to an ATM cell format prior to transport over the ATM system. Further, each hub needs to reconvert the ATM cell back to MPEG. Alternatively to reconverting in the hub, the ATM system could extend into the set-top box and then be reconverted into MPEG; however, extending the ATM network into the set-top box is inefficient. Thus, if the VOD content is sent over the ATM system, it is preferable to convert back to MPEG format in the hubs and use distribution
network 125 to deliver the requested video content or asset to the set-top boxes.

Developing a high speed transport data network capable of providing potentially tens of thousands of data streams, as well as being expandable if it becomes necessary to support additional video streams, is very expensive from both a bandwidth and equipment point of view. Moreover, the associated equipment necessary to provide the expected capacity of video streams requires a significant amount of space for installation. This space is often at a premium in central headend station 110 that also houses other necessary components of system 200.

Instead of supplying all VOD assets from video streams that originate at the central media server 216, it would be desirable to support data streams from the hub stations. Unlike a single (or multiple) central media server, where the media server and high speed transport network need to support peak demand over all of its associated systems, a hub media server in the hub station would only need to support expected peak demand for the set-top boxes associated with that hub station. Thus, each hub server would need to supply fewer data streams than a single central server. Moreover, the central media server and the high speed transport network would need to supply correspondingly fewer data streams also (i.e., as the number of data streams supported by the hub media server increases, the number of data streams the central media server needs to support decreases). As the number of video streams that are expected to be supported by the central media server 216 decreases, the high speed transport networks 260 and 360 (transport 360 is explained further below) can correspondingly decrease in size. As the size of the high speed transport networks decreases, the overall cost of the system is likely to decrease. Furthermore, the hub media servers do not need a high speed transport data network to transfer the data stream to the set-top boxes as hub media servers connect directly to the already installed broadband distribution network 125.
FIG. 3 shows a content distribution system 300 having hybrid central/distributed VOD services in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. System 300 includes the central headend station 110, the fiber transport network 120, a plurality of hub stations 330, and the hybrid fiber coax distribution network 125. Distribution network 125 distributes signals from a hub station 330 to at least one set-top box 150 through at least one distribution node 140.

Central headend station 110 also includes the conventional digital/analog broadcast infrastructure 212, which typically includes digital receivers, analog receives, processors and modulators, not specifically shown. Digital/analog broadcast infrastructure 212 provides digital and analog broadcast services over system 300 using the fiber transport network 120. Central headend station 110 also includes at least one central media server 216. Hub stations 330 include a hub media server 332. While central media server 216 could use high speed transport data network 260 to deliver VOD servers to set-top boxes (i.e., central media server 216 uses interface 265 to convert the MPEG format video stream to the appropriate protocol for the high speed transport data network 260, such as ATM cell protocol, and transfer the requested asset or content to Hub 330, which would then use a corresponding interface 265 to convert the, for example, ATM cell back to MPEG format for delivery to the distribution network 125 and eventually to set-top boxes), it is preferable to establish a separate VOD content transport network 360, as will be explained in more detail below.

System 300 still includes the high speed transport data network 260 and interface 265, however. As will be explained further in connection with FIG. 6, data network 260 and interface 265 are connected to the resource management software so that the resource management software can communicate with the hub stations. Further, as will be explained further in connection with FIG. 7, it is preferable to use data network 260 to propagate content and assets from central media server 216 to hub media servers 332 as
the real-time interactivity is not required. Using data network 260 for these functions is preferable because most television systems already have such a network installed on a smaller scale, which is sufficient for the control and file transfer functions. For example, data network 260, in some television systems, is the ATM switching system described above using 100BaseT Internet protocols, although as also explained above, multiple protocols are available. Lately, for example, 1GigE is gaining momentum.

Hub media servers 332 are sized to provide the expected high-demand content peak number of data streams for the set-top boxes 150 attached to hub station 330. While hub media servers 332 can include all the video content of central media server 216, it is preferred to only store high demand video content in the hub media servers 332. In this embodiment, central media server 216 and VOD content transport network 360 only need to have sufficient capacity to provide backup data streams if a predetermined number of hub media servers 332 (or the associated hardware) fail or are unavailable for some reason, and to provide video stream capacity for those low demand video content programs stored only in the central media server. Because the majority of the data streams are provided from hub media server 332, central media server 216 and VOD transport network 360 only need to be sized to provide a fraction of the data streams that a single central media server would need to provide. Reducing the number of data streams the central media server needs to provide reduces the size of VOD transport network 360, which significantly reduces the cost of the VOD transport network 360. Moreover, additional demand due to an increase in subscribers can be supplied from existing hub media servers 332, where space is available. Alternatively, as demand on system 300 increases, additional hub stations 330 and media servers 332 can be added to capture the increased demand.

Two additional aspects of the above distributed system provide increased flexibility of the television network. In a preferred embodiment, central media server 216 could also act as a hub media server for a hub station
incorporated in the central headend station. Moreover, some small hub stations 330, typically those without a significant number of attached set-top boxes 150, do not need to have a hub media server 332. Rather these small hubs stations use data streams from the central media server 216 to supply VOD services. Thus, when the cost of addition data streams from central server 216 over the VOD content transport network 360 is below the cost of including hub media server 332 in hub station 330, the distributed system is flexible enough to provide the data streams from the central media server.

The Native Format Content Transport Network

As explained above, conventional wisdom for connecting central headend station 110 and remote hub stations 330 to provide VOD services used the high speed transport data network 260, which may be an ATM switching system or other equivalent high speed transport networks. These systems, however, do not efficiently transmit video content using the standard MPEG video protocol. In order to transmit MPEG video content over an ATM system, the MPEG video content must be converted to the ATM cell protocol, for example. Therefore, delivering MPEG video content using the ATM system results in decreased transmission efficiency. Thus, it is preferable to transfer video content from the central media server 216 to set-top box(es) 150 using the separate non-ATM based VOD transport network 360. In one preferred embodiment, the separate VOD transport network 360 is a digital video broadcasting-asynchronous serial interface (DVB-ASI) fiber transport network. DVB-ASI transport link is capable of transporting video content in the native MPEG format without conversion. Currently transporting video content in MPEG-2 format is preferred, but other MPEG formats are possible. This increases the efficiency of the fiber transport network and allows a higher number of data streams to be broadcast over the VOD transport network 360. Other alternatives to DVB-ASI exist; however, they are not currently preferred for various reasons. For example, a Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing
network could be used, but a DWDM system requires modulators to be co-
located in the centralized media servers, which is not preferred for large
systems that require several hundreds or thousands of modulators.

Additionally, by transporting the video content in MPEG format, the
data stream can be supplied in real time instead of caching the stream in a
buffer as was necessary for the ATM networks. Notice that the resource
management software could use the multi-purpose transport network 360;
however, because most television systems already have an installed a limited-
scope data network 260 (based on an ATM system, for example) it is currently
preferred to continue to use an established system for VOD resource
management.

In order to transfer the video content from the media servers onto the
DVB-ASI transport network 360, a DVB-ASI interface 362 is provided at the
central headend station 110 and a corresponding DVB-ASI interface 364 is
provided at the hub stations 330. The DVB-ASI interface 362 multiplexes
several DVB-ASI signals and converts the signals to an optical format
compatible with the fiber DVB-ASI transport network 360. In a currently
preferred embodiment, multiplexing the DVB-ASI signals provides a transfer
rate of several Gbits/second in an aggregate throughput. Content transport via
1GbitE and 10GbitE is expected in the near future. Standard Dense
Wavelength Division Multiplexing methods would further increase the
throughput in the optical domain.

After multiplexing several signals in the electrical domain, the DVB-
ASI interface 362 transfers the data stream from central headend station 110
to DVB-ASI transport network 360 for delivery to hub stations 330. From
hub stations 330, a second DVB-ASI interface 364 demultiplexes the DVB-
ASI signal and converts it back to an electrical signal. The MPEG data
streams (generated either locally from the hub media server or remotely form
the central media server) then enter a RF management system 370. An RF
management system 370 manages, processes, and modulates the signal for
delivery to the broadband distribution network 125, which in turn delivers the
signal to the set-top boxes. In order to do this, RF management system 370
includes quadrature amplitude modulation devices (QAM), combiners,
combiner/splitters, and transmitters (which are all explained in more detail in
conjunction with FIG. 4), that transfer the data stream from the VOD transport
network 360 (i.e., the central media server 216) or the hub media server 332
for delivery to set-top box(es) 150 over distribution network 125. Notice that
the AM supertrunk 380 is also capable of being used for delivery of VOD
assets and content, which will be explained further below. AM supertrunk
380 also uses the RF management system 370 to transfer video content to
distribution network 125 for delivery to set-top box(es) 150. However,
because the AM supertrunk uses QAMs in the central headend station, and
because the signal on the AM supertrunk is already RF modulated, it does not
use the QAMs in the hub. Instead, it connects directly to the 440
combiner/divider in the hub for the distribution via 125 to the set top box.

Another advantage of the narrow cast, native format content transport
network 360 is a drop, add, pass (DAP) feature that allows some
interconnectivity between the hub media servers over the transport network
360. For example, assume a subscriber connected to a hub media server A
requests VOD assets stored only on hub media server B. The resource
management software could reuse the available bandwidth on the VOD
transport network 360 to stream the VOD asset from the hub media server B
over the VOD transport network 360 and through the interfaces to the
requesting subscriber. Basically, as one of ordinary skill in the art would now
 recognize, the resource management software uses hub media server B as the
central media server for the VOD asset stored only on hub media server B.
Further, if configured properly, the resource management software could use
any hub media server as the central media server or as an ancillary
(supplemental) server that stores content unique to a particular user group.
Distributed VOD Hub Station

FIG. 4 shows a portion of the hub station 330 in more detail. Hub station 330 includes all the equipment for conventional digital/analog broadcast from digital/analog broadcast infrastructure 212 over AM supertrunk fiber transport network 120, not specifically shown in FIG. 4. FIG. 4 also shows that in one embodiment of the present invention, hub station 330 includes hub media server 332, a plurality of QAMs 410a1-410b4, the DVB-ASI interface 364, a plurality of radio frequency combiners 420, an AM supertrunk interface 430, a plurality of combiners/splitters 440, and a plurality of distribution nodes 450 (in actuality the nodes are not located in the hub station 330, but are shown in Fig. 4 for completeness). In our example, a plurality of laser transmitters 451 having optical couplers are used to allow a single combiner/splitter 440 to supply data streams to several distribution nodes 450. As a demand for VOD services increases, the combiner 440 would be reconfigured to provide a dedicated VOD QAM group to each laser and node. Each distribution node includes a fiber optic to coax cable converter, not shown, that connects to the set-top box 150, also not shown.

AM supertrunk interface 430 uses a portion of the conventional digital/analog broadcast infrastructure 212 and a portion of the transport network 120 that is dedicated for VOD. In particular, it is preferred to dedicate a number of QAMs in the central headend station 110 associated with the digital/analog broadcast infrastructure 212 and some bandwidth on transport network 120 for use with VOD. AM supertrunk interface 430 is only described with regard to how it is used in supplying VOD services and not with regard to conventional digital/analog broadcasts. Finally, hub station 330 includes both coax bus or splitter network 460 capable of carrying DVB-ASI signals and coax bus or splitter network 470 capable of carrying RF modulated signals.

As shown in FIG. 4, hub media server 332 has ports 332-1, 332-2, 332-3, and 332-4 connected to at least one QAM 410. In particular, hub media
server 332, port 332-1 is connected to QAM 410₁, QAM 410₂, QAM 410₃, and QAM 410₄. Note that newer QAM modulators support multiple inputs which increases system reliability. For the clarity sake, however, such a configuration is not depicted on FIG. 4. While hub media server 332 is shown with four ports, it is possible to design media servers having more or less ports. Additional, while FIG. 4 shows port 332-1 connected to four QAMs, it is possible to design media servers having ports capable of supporting more or less QAMs as desired. The example depicts large media servers having eight ports and small media servers having four ports. If the ports and QAMs are being used to their fully capacity, each port of these media servers can feed at least four QAMs. In other words, a small media server (having four ports) is capable of supplying data streams to sixteen or more QAMs. Currently, it is common to use QAMs capable of supplying up to 10 data streams (i.e., one QAM, such as QAM 410₁, could supply a dedicated data stream to ten (10) different set-top boxes simultaneously). The number of data streams supported by each QAM is dependent on the compression ratios chosen, which are a matter of design choice and can be more or less than ten streams per QAM as desired. Each set-top box downstream from the QAM thus needs to be both instructed to be tuned to the proper RF channel and instructed to extract a particular signal from the transmitted multiplex to receive the requested asset or content. Notice, from a design point of view it is unlikely that each and all QAMs will provide ten data streams at any given moment; therefore, it is actually (while not depicted on the drawing) preferable to allow any single port from the media server to supply signals to more than four QAMs. This increases the likelihood that the media server fully utilizes its output capacity.

In this embodiment, when operating at fully capacity, a small media server (i.e., one with four ports in this example) can supply VOD services to approximately 160 separate set-top boxes (4 ports x 4 QAMs/port x 10 steams/QAM = 160 data streams). In our example, 4 ports can supply at most
160 data streams regardless of how many QAMs exist. The number of data stream that a server can supply is limited somewhat by current technology. Currently, typical transfer rate from a port of the media server is about 160 Mbits/second (theoretically, this transfer rate is closer to approximately 270 Mbits/second for DVB/ASI ports). Given that each MPEG-2 data stream uses a transfer rate of about 4 Mbits/second, the total number of data streams from each port is approximately 40 steams/port. Of course, if the transfer rate necessary to transfer the data stream decreases or the ability of each port to transfer data increases, the number of channels supplied from a server will increase.

Data Stream Paths

Hub Server Supplied Data Stream

In operation, hub media server 332 supplies a data stream to set-top box 150 when a viewer requests a particular video content or asset. FIG. 5 shows one possible path 500 a data stream could take from hub media server 332 to a particular set-top box 550. On request and after assigning a data stream path, hub media server 332 begins broadcast of the requested video content using conventional protocols, such as MPEG-2 format. In this example, hub media server 332 transmits the data stream out port 332-1 to QAM 410a2. From QAM 410a2, the data stream travels to combiner 420. The data stream travels from combiner 420 to distribution node 450 over combiner/splitter 440 through transmitter 451. Finally, the data stream arrives at set-top box 550. Note that while FIG. 5 represents one path to one set-top box, the data stream is actually transported to several set-top boxes simultaneously. Other set-top boxes, however, are not instructed to be tuned to the particular channel and extract the particular data stream, as long as the stream is under exclusive control of a single user.

As shown in FIGs. 4 and 5, set-top box 550 can receive the data stream using a number of different channels (which will be explained further below). For example, the data stream could have traveled from hub media server port
332-1, over QAM 410$_{as}$ to combiner 420. The data stream path from combiner 420 to set-top box 550 would be identical to the one shown in above in FIG. 5. Alternatively, the hub media server could have sent the data stream out port 332-2 over QAM 410$_{as}$, etc. In other words, the distributed VOD system of the present invention is dynamic and allows the system to assign resources as they are available.

**Non-Hub Server Supplied Data Stream**

Instead of having the data stream originate at hub media server 332, as shown in FIGs. 4 and 5, it is also possible for the data stream to originate from central media server 216. FIGs. 4, 5A and 5B show a path 510 a data stream could take from central media server 216. Central media server 216 would broadcast the video content from one of its ports, not specifically labeled, over the DVB-ASI interface 362 and the native format content transport network 360 to the hub DVB-ASI interface 364 through, for example, QAM 410$_{as}$, that would then deliver the data stream to set-top box 550 over combiner 420, combiner/splitter 440, transmitter 451, and distribution node 450 as explained above.

Preferably, the data stream could originate from central media server 216 only for a limited number of reasons. In a preferred embodiment, the data stream would originate from central media server 216 either because:

- the resources between hub media server 332 and set-top box 550 are unavailable, e.g. streaming capacity of the hub server and/or local QAMs has been used-up by other users
- the resources are not functioning (due to break, repair, system maintenance, etc.)
- the requested video content is not currently stored in the hub media server 332. As was explained above, in a preferred embodiment hub media server 332 only stores “high demand” video content.
Similarly, as shown in FIG. 4, if resources from central media server 216 over DVB-ASI network 360 are not available, the video content requested could also be sent over the transport network 120 using AM supertrunk as depicted in FIG. 5B. The AM supertrunk has its own QAMs located in the central headend station 110 that are dedicated for VOD services (not specifically labeled). Moreover, when using the AM supertrunk, the signal on the transport network 120 is already RF modulated by the QAMs in the central headend station 110. Therefore, when this path is used for the video content, the AM supertrunk interface feeds directly into combiner/splitter 440 and bypasses the hub QAMs 410 and RF combiner 420. From combiner/splitter 440, the data stream would travel the same path to set-top box 550 as described in conjunction with either FIG. 5 or FIG. 5A.

The hybrid central/distributed VOD system provides both fault tolerance and tiered content selection and delivery. It is currently preferred to allow each set-top box to receive data streams from at least two servers and to access at least two server ports from each server, wherein the data stream can travel over at lest three different paths. Fault tolerance occurs because the system dynamically assigns available resources. Thus, if one data stream path fails, a different data stream path is chosen. It is a tiered service system because as the first choice high demand video content is supplied primarily from the hub media server (first tier) and low demand video content is supplied from the central media server (second tier). Additional tiers could also be provided. For example, obscure video content could be stored in a media server only deliverable over the AM supertrunk, which would provide a third tier. Notice that as you move higher in tiers, the fault tolerance is reduced. In other words, first tier video content, high demand, can be supplied over the second tier (central media server and DVB-ASI transport network) or the third tier (AM supertrunk). However, low demand video content can only be supplied from the second or third tier, etc. In other words, video content stored on the hub media server (which is also stored on
the central media server) has two installed backup paths. If the primary source path of the video content or asset (the hub media server) is unavailable, paths could be established from the central media server using either the DVB-ASI network or the AM supertrunk. Normally, video content or assets are supplied from the central media server via native format content transport. This path has one installed backup path, the AM supertrunk.

While, in the above example, set-top box 550 could receive the data stream from hub media server 332 port 332-1 over QAMs 410_{a1}-410_{a4} or port 332-2 over QAM 410_{a5}-410_{a6}, it could not receive the signal from port 332-2 over QAM 410_{b1}. As will be explained in more detail below, assigning available resources depends, in part, on what resources (hub servers, central server, AM supertrunk, ports, and QAMs) are capable of being used with any given set-top box 550. System resource available for any given set-top box 550 are stored in a database 800 (which will be explained below in conjunction with FIG. 8) located in the central headend station 110 as part of the resource management software. As shown in FIG. 6, resource management software 620 communicates with the central headend station 110 and the hub stations 330 using a data network 610, which in one preferred embodiment is an ATM system using 100BaseT IP protocol. Data network 610, however, could be many different types of high speed networks including, for example, the multi purpose transport network 360. Data network 610 includes data network interface 615. Control signals on the data network 610 assign resources as they are available in a conventional manner based on the database as will be explained further below.

Data network 610 also facilitates loading video content from central media server 216 in headend station 110 to hub media servers 332 in hub stations 330. FIG. 7 shows a loader 710 connected to central media server 216. Loader 710 can be a conventional loader that uses DLT tapes (or some other form of media that is MPEG encoded) to load content into central media server 216. Alternatively loader 710 could receive content from a satellite
link, an Internet link, etc. to load content into central media server 216. Once video content is loaded into central media server 216, central media server 216 propagates (file transfers or downloads) the desired high demand video content over data network 610 to hub media servers 332. Notice that the system also allows the possibility of selectively transferring video content to hub media servers 332 so that some hub media servers receive particular video content and other hub servers do not receive that video content (e.g., ethnic programming, targeted advertising, etc.). Moreover, while each hub media server 332 could have its own loader associated with it, it is desirable to use only one loader 710 and to multicast the high demand video content to each hub media server 332 simultaneously. The other advantage of a centrally located loader is related to the fundamentals of the hybrid central/distributed VOD system. As the real-time events (live events such as sports and news) are typically received only at the main headend, the encoding and loading of such content is inherently easier and less costly at a central site versus at each hub individually.

**Transport Stream Identification**

Each set-top box 150 or 550 has assigned to it a particular set of data stream resources. As explained above, these resources include media servers, ports, and QAM channels. While it is possible to have only one path assigned to each set-top box, it is preferable to assign several paths to each set-top box. When multiple paths are available, the resource management software must assign a single path from a choice of multiple available paths when the set-top box requests a VOD asset or content. The resource management software uses a “look-up table” style system to dynamically assign optimum paths.

FIG. 8 shows one possible database 800 assigning “Transport Stream Identifier” (TSID) numbers to data stream paths. Database 800 includes several columns. Column 802 contains the hub station name, column 804 contains the server number, column 806 contains the port number, and column
808 contains the QAM number. Columns 804, 806, and 808 form the TSID number that identifies a particular stream path. For example, in a television system that has three stations, Atlantis, Gotham, and Metropolis, column 802 would list each station. To accommodate the resources at each station, each station entry has several assigned rows for each server at the station. Each station could have more than one server; however, for clarity only the Atlantis station will be described with two servers, both Gotham and Metropolis will be confined to one server per station. Also, while each server could be larger or smaller, only the Atlantis station will be described as larger servers with eight ports, which essentially means the Atlantis station servers will have more ports than the Gotham and Metropolis station servers, which will be described with four ports.

As shown in database 800, column 804 shows that the Atlantis station has server 01 and 05 (two servers). Column 806 shows server 01 has ports 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8 and server 05 has ports 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8. Column 808 shows server 01, port 1, has QAM 1, 2, and 3. Further server 01, port 2, has QAM 1, 2, etc. Notice server 01 does not have port 6 identified and server 05 does not have port 7 identified. Moreover, server 01, port 1 does not identify a QAM 4. While these devices could be identified and used, in our example they have been reserved to support future growth.

As shown in database 800, Gotham station (column 802) has server 10 (column 804). Column 806 shows server 10 has ports 1, 2, 5, and 6. Column 808 shows, for example, server 10, port 1 has QAM 1, 2, 3, and 4. Further column 802 of database 800 shows Metropolis station has server 15 (column 804) with ports 1, 2, 5, and 6 (column 806). Column 808 shows server 15, port 1 has QAM 1 and 2.

Database 800 identifies each stream path by a combination of four digits (two for the server, one for the port, and one for the QAM, notice this standard is exemplary only). Thus, one data stream path is 1013, which is the Gotham station server, port 1, QAM 3. As can be seen in column 810, data
stream path 1013 is assigned a radio frequency (RF) channel 93, for example. Thus, for the downstream set-top box to receive the data stream requested over path 1013, the set-top box must be instructed to be tuned to channel 93. Moreover, the set-top box would be instructed to extract a particular video stream from the multiplexed video streams being delivered over channel 93.

Column 810 of database 800 shows data stream paths represented by TSID numbers 0111, 0112, and 0113 being assigned to channels 92, 93, and 94, respectively. As shown in Column 812, these data streams are assigned a group identifier G1. Group G1 is assigned to transmitters 1, 2, and 3, as represented by columns 814, 815, and 816, which feed data streams to assigned set-top boxes. Similarly, TSID number 0121, 0122, and 0123 also are assigned to channels 92, 93, and 94. These data streams are assigned group identifier G2 that is assigned to different transmitters 4, 5, and 6, which feed data streams to different set-top boxes. Because G1 and G2 are directed to different transmitters and set-top boxes that are located on separate sections of the HFC distribution network, they can be assigned the same RF channel without worrying about interference (this uses principles of narrow casting).

Database 800 also includes additional TSID numbers that identify data stream paths to set-top boxes from the central media server. For example, assume Atlantis server 05 is the central media server 216. Then server 05, port 1, QAMs 1 and 2 may be assigned to G1, G2, and G3 as the central server data stream path (second tier) to those transmitters. Sever 05, port 5, QAM 2 may be assigned to transmitters of group G4, etc. Thus, when assigning data stream paths, the resource management software would first determine whether a hub server data path is available, if not, then the software would look to the central media server paths, such as 0551. If neither the hub server or central server have paths available, the resource management software would look to the AM supertrunk portion of database 800, not specifically shown, to determine whether the video content could be supplied over an AM supertrunk path. Furthermore, the groupings and identification numbers are
exemplary. Moreover, the TSID numbers could be assigned automatically (autoprovisioning) and/or randomly, but it is currently preferred to manually assign TSID numbers to follow particular conventions. Formally assigning TSID numbers to follow a convention is preferable because a fault in a particular data stream path can be readily isolated and identified by the TSID number. In other words, stream 1011 is always the Gotham station server, port 1, QAM 1. If the TSID numbers were assigned randomly, the relationship may not be as readily apparent.

Assuming hub station 330 of FIG. 4 is Gotham station, then hub media server 332 is represented by server 10 in database 800. Further, ports 332-1, 332-2, 332-3, and 332-4 from FIG. 4 correspond to ports 1, 2, 5, and 6 in database 800. Also, QAMs 410n1 - 410n4 from FIG. 4 correspond to QAMs 1, 2, 3, and 4 in database 800. Still further, central media server 05, port 6, QAMs 1 and 2 in database 800 represent the data stream path into QAMs 410n7 and 410n8 from FIG. 4.

**VOD Ordering and Assigning Paths**

FIG. 9 is a flow chart 900 describing the process associated with ordering a VOD asset or content and assigning a particular data stream, i.e., TSID. First, a user at a set-top box requests a VOD asset or content from a menu on a television screen, step 902. The request is checked by the back-office software to ensure the user is authorized to request and receive the VOD content or asset, step 904. Once authorization is checked and confirmed, the resource management software accesses database 800 to identify and assign an available data stream path, step 906. To assign a path, the resource management software first determines whether the requested asset or content is stored in the hub media server, step 908. If the requested VOD asset or content is stored on the hub media server, then the resource management software determines whether data stream path resources are available from the hub media server, set 910. If a hub media server path is available, the resource management software assigns that path to the
requesting set-top box and indicates that those resources are being used, step 912. If no hub media server paths are available or if it is determined that the requested VOD asset or content is not stored in the hub server, then it is determined whether the requested asset or content is stored in the central media server, step 913. If the requested content is not stored in the central media server (notice, as explained previously above, the resource management software could also look to other hub media servers to supply the requested content), then a fault indication is broadcast to the set-top box, step 922. When the content is located on the central media server, the resource management software determines whether data stream path resources are available from the central media server, step 914. If at least one path from central media server 216 over transport network 360 is available, the resource management software assigns that path to the requesting set-top box and indicates that those resources are being used, step 916. If no central media server paths are available over transport network 360, the resource management software determines whether data stream path resources are available from the AM supertrunk, step 918. If at least one AM supertrunk path is available, the resource management software assigns that path to the requesting set-top box and indicates that those resources are being used, step 920. If no paths are available, a fault indication is broadcast to the set-top box, step 922. The fault indication could be a message simply stating the VOD asset or content is currently unavailable. If the resource management software assigned an available data stream path, the data stream path is established using conventional protocols and handshaking checks, step 924. Once the path is established, the resource management software tunes the set-top box to the appropriate RF channel, step 926. For example, referring to database 800, if the path was TSID number 1013, the resource management software would tune the set-top box to RF channel 94. Next, the resource management software instructs the set-top box to extract the proper signal from the multiplexed data stream, step 927. Once the set-top box is tuned,
instructed to which signal should be extracted, and the handshaking has been performed, the media server begins streaming the video content to the set-top box, step 928.

While the invention has been particularly shown and described with reference to a preferred embodiment thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that various other changes in the form and details may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.
We claim:

1. A content delivery system capable of delivering content on demand, comprising:
   a headend station having at least one central media server;
   at least one first type hub station, the first type hub station having at least one hub media server and radio frequency management infrastructure, the at least one hub media server is coupled to the radio frequency management infrastructure;
   at least one set-top box;
   a content transport network coupling the at least one central media server to the radio frequency management infrastructure; and
   a distribution network coupling the radio frequency management infrastructure to the at least one set-top box,
   wherein content on demand services are supplied to the set-top box.

2. The content delivery system according to claim 1, further comprising
   a broadband radio frequency network including an AM supertrunk coupling the at least one central media server to the radio frequency management infrastructure.

3. The content delivery system according to claim 1, wherein the content transport network is capable of distributing a MPEG format content stream.

4. The content delivery system according to claim 3, wherein the content transport network is a fiber digital video broadcasting-asynchronous serial interface (DVB-ASI) network.
5. The content delivery system according to claim 4, further comprising an interface coupled to the at least one central media server and the fiber DVB-ASI network that converts an electrical MPEG format content stream into an optical MPEG format content stream capable of being transferred over the fiber DVB-ASI network.

6. The content delivery system according to claim 4, further comprising an interface coupled to the fiber DVB-ASI network and the radio frequency management infrastructure that converts an optical MPEG format content stream into an electrical MPEG format content stream capable of being managed by the radio frequency management infrastructure.

7. The content delivery system according to claim 1, wherein the radio frequency management infrastructure includes at least one quadrature amplitude modulation device (QAM).

8. The content delivery system according to claim 7, further comprising a resource management processor that causes the requested content on demand to be provided to the set-top box over a particular content stream path originating from either the hub media server or the central media server.

9. The content delivery system according to claim 1, further comprising at least one second type hub station that does not have the hub media server.

10. The content delivery system according to claim 9, further comprising a resource management processor that causes the requested content on demand to be provided to the set-top box from the central media server through the second type hub station.
11. The content delivery system according to claim 1, wherein the content transport network includes a drop, add, pass feature.

12. The content delivery system according to claim 11, wherein the at least one hub media server can supply content on demand services to another hub station over the content transport network using the drop, add, pass feature of the content transport network.

13. The content delivery system according to claim 8, wherein the content is linked to remote hub radio frequency management infrastructure using the content transport network.

14. The content delivery system according to claim 8, wherein the resource management processor is coupled to the radio frequency management infrastructure using a data network.

15. The content delivery system according to claim 1, wherein the radio frequency management infrastructure comprises:
   at least one QAM;
   at least one radio frequency combiner coupled to the at least one QAM to form QAM sub-groups
   at least one combiner/splitter to form QAM groups and direct the radio frequency modulated content stream via an appropriate transmitter to the appropriate set-top box; and
   at least one optical transmitter coupled to the at least one combiner/splitter to convert the radio frequency modulated content stream into a format suitable for transmission over the distribution network.

16. The content delivery system according to claim 15, wherein the radio frequency management infrastructure and information database is
coupled to a resource management processor to determine a particular content stream path for delivery of the content stream to the set-top box.

17. A hub station in a content delivery network capable of supplying content on demand (COD) services, the content delivery network having a central headend station having a resource management processor, the resource management processor is coupled to the hub station using a network, the hub station comprising:

a hub media server having at least one content port;
a radio frequency management infrastructure, the radio frequency management infrastructure coupled to the at least one content port of the hub media server and adapted to receive a content stream from a content transport network;
the radio frequency management infrastructure adapted to receive resource management control signals from the resource management processor to determine from where the radio frequency management infrastructure should receive the content stream; and
the radio frequency management infrastructure adapted to transmit the content stream to at least one set-top box over a distribution network.

18. The hub station according to claim 17, wherein the radio frequency management infrastructure is further adapted to receive the content stream over an AM supertrunk.

19. The hub station according to claim 18, wherein the radio frequency management infrastructure further comprises:
at least one QAM coupled to the at least one content port of the hub media server and adapted to receive the content stream from the content transport network;
at least one radio frequency combiner coupled to the at least one QAM
for radio frequency modulating the content stream;

at least one combiner/splitter coupled to the at least one radio
frequency combiner and adapted to receive the content stream from the AM
supertrunk to direct the content stream to the appropriate set-top box; and

at least one optical transmitter coupled to the at least one
combiner/splitter to convert the radio frequency modulated content stream into
a format suitable for transmission over the distribution network.

20. The hub station according to claim 19, wherein the radio
frequency management infrastructure receives a control signal from the
resource management processor that identifies the at least one QAM that
should be used to provide the content stream to the set-top box.

21. The hub station according to claim 19, wherein the transport
network is adapted to carry content streams from at least one central media
server.

22. The hub station according to claim 19, wherein the transport
network is adapted to carry content streams from at least one other hub media
server.

23. A method of supplying content on demand (COD) services, the
method comprising the steps of:

requesting a COD service;

accessing a COD asset database to identify COD assets that are capable
of supplying the requested COD service;

determining a COD asset that is available to deliver the requested COD
service;
identifying a content stream path based on the COD asset determined to be available;
assigning the identified content stream path to supply the requested COD service; and
supplying the requested COD service over the assigned content stream path.

24. The method according to claim 23, wherein the requesting step includes receiving a signal from a remote control device.

25. The method according to claim 23, further comprises the step of: receiving a broadcast of at least one COD service that is capable of being requested; and displaying a menu of the at least one COD service that is capable of being requested.

26. The method according to claim 23, further comprising the step of: checking whether authorization to deliver the requested COD service exists.

27. The method according to claim 23, further comprising the steps of determining whether the requested COD service is stored on a hub media server;
checking whether a content stream path associated with the hub media server is available; and
assigning the content stream path associated with the hub media server if the content stream path associated with hub media server is available.
28. The method according to claim 27, further comprising the steps of:
   determining whether the requested COD service is stored on a central media server;
   checking whether a content stream path associated with the central media server is available; and
   assigning the content stream path associated with the central media server if the content stream path associated with hub media server is not available.

29. The method according to claim 28, wherein the determining step further includes determining whether the requested COD content is stored only on a central media server, and the assigning step further includes assigning a content stream path associated with the central media server if it is determined that the requested COD content is stored only on the central media server.

30. The method according to claim 29, wherein the verification process includes checking whether a content stream path associated with the central media server is available over a content transport network, and the assigning step includes assigning a content stream path associated with the central media server over an AM supertrunk if the video stream path over the content transport network is not available.

31. The method according to claim 30, further comprising the step of:
   indicating a fault if no content stream paths are available.

32. The method according to claim 23, further comprising the steps of:
instructing the set top box to tune to the appropriate radio frequency channel to receive the requested COD service; and
instructing the set-top box to extract an appropriate content stream from a received multiplexed signal to deliver the requested COD content.

33. The method according to claim 23, further comprising the steps of:
creating a database having COD service assets available to a set-top box; and
indicating whether assets are currently in use.

34. A computer program product comprising:
a computer usable medium including computer readable code embodied therein for processing data to process requests for COD service, the computer usable medium comprising:
a requesting module configured to receive requests for COD services from a viewer;
a determining module configured to access a COD asset database that identifies COD assets capable of being used to deliver the requested COD service and determining whether COD assets are available to deliver the requested COD service;
an identifying module configured to identify a particular content stream path from the COD assets determined to be available;
an assigning module to assign the identified content stream path to deliver the requested COD service and update the COD asset database to indicate the COD assets are no longer available; and
a supplying module configured to supply the requested COD service over the assigned content stream path.
35. The computer program product according to claim 34, wherein the requesting module is further configured to receive requests from a remote control device.

36. The computer program product according to claim 34, wherein the computer usable medium further comprises:
   a displaying module configured to receive a broadcast of at least one COD service capable of being requested and displaying the at least one COD service to the viewer.

37. The computer program product according to claim 34, wherein the computer usable medium further comprises:
   an authorizing module configured to check whether the requested COD service is authorized for delivery.

38. A database for storing COD assets capable of delivering a content stream over a content stream path, the database comprising:
   a server identifier for each media server capable of delivering COD services to at least one set-top box;
   a port identifier for each port associated with each media server; and
   a QAM identifier for each QAM associated with each port,
   wherein the server identifier, port identifier, and QAM identifier indicate the COD assets associated with a particular content stream path associated with delivering COD services to the at least one set-top box.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server</th>
<th>Server Name</th>
<th>QAM PORT</th>
<th>RF Channel</th>
<th>Transmitter Groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>Atlantis</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>G1, G2, G3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8A
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ATLANTIS (CONT)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>GOTHAM</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>METROPOLIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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902 REQUEST VOD ASSET OR CONTENT

904 CHECK FOR AUTHORIZATION

906 ACCESS TSID DATABASE

908 IS REQUESTED ASSET OR CONTENT STORED ON HUB SERVER?

910 IS A VIDEO STREAM PATH AVAILABLE?

913 IS REQUESTED ASSET OR CONTENT STORED ON CENTRAL SERVER?

914 IS A NATIVE FORMAT CONTENT TRANSPORT VIDEO STREAM PATH AVAILABLE?
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